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Personal information 

First name and last name: Seyed Abbas Seyedi Arani 

Birth date: 23 July 1971 

Birth place: Kashan 

Email: abbas.seyedi@yahoo.com 

Education 

 Ph.D. 

Private law course, Lyon 3 university/ France/ 2009- 2013 

Topic of Ph.D. thesis: “the suitability of French model of professional civil companies for notary 

public organization” 

This thesis was defended on 17 April 2013. The score which is allocated to this thesis because of 

its writing and defense is Très honorable avec les félicitations du jury in French language. This 

title is the highest score which is granted to a law student in France. 

 M.A 

Private and comparative international law course, Lyon 3 university/France, 2007-2009 

Topic of M.A essay: European binding document 

Topic of M.A thesis: professional civil company of notary public 

 B.A 

(Achieving rank 68 in entrance exam of university (konkur)) 

Judicial law course, Shahid Beheshti university/Tehran, 1989-1993 

B.A essays: “void conditions of nullifying the contract”, “consensus”  and “parole” 

 Diploma 

Culture and literature course, Shahidan Abdollahi highschool/Aran and Bidgol, 1989 

Professional histories 
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 The member of faculty in university of Kashan 

 Legal expert of the commission office of cabinet bills from 1996 until 1998 

 Notary of official documents of Tehran in 1999(by achieving rank 22) 

The offered article to notary publics and notary public’s assistants institute to get notary public 

permit: “hire purchase”. 

Teaching 

 Teaching in Allame Tabatabaei university/Tehran(business law in economics course) 

 Teaching in Alzahra University (public criminal law) 

 Membership in research center of private international law (CREDIP), Lyon 3 

university/France 

Books 

Professional civil company of notary public (from appearance in France until acceptance in Iran) 

which was printed in Mizan publication in 2017. 

Essays 

 “confounding between propagation and corporation concepts in Iran civil law “ that was 

printed in legal researches of law college of Shahid Beheshti university/Tehran. 

 The following essays were printed in magazines of numbers more than 140 in notary 

publics and notary public’s assistants c institute: 

  Organization of Iran notary public structure 

   of Iran notary public structure 

 Duties of first notary public’s assistant in light of difficult titles. 

 Ongoing Research works 

 The book of comparative study of France and Iran notary public(in both French and 

Iranian language) 

 The essay of recognizing international judgment laws in Iran (to print in a French 

magazine) 

La reconnaissance des sentences arbitrales internationales en Iran 

 The essay of Iran notary public and the necessity of changing it (to print in private law 

Quarterly in Tehran university) 

 The essay of role-playing of solving conflict rule in supporting solving conflict methods 

(to print in comparative research magazine of Islam and west law) 



 


